ABSTRACT. Let K Ç R be commutative rings with identity 1. Let D = {D¿} be a higher derivation of R. We shall prove in this paper that if K is invariant with respect to D, the purely inseparable closure Kr of K in R is invariant with respect to D and the formal power series ring Kr [[í]] is purely inseparably closed in Ä [ [<]].
D = {Di} be a higher derivation of R. We shall write D{K) £ K if Di[K) Q K for all i. We shall call R purely inseparable over K if for every element x of R there is an integer n such that (x®l-lig)x)n = 0 in R ®k R (cf. [1] ). It is immediately proved that there exists the maximum purely inseparable subalgebra over K contained in R. We shall call this subalgebra the purely inseparable closure of K in R and we shall write Kr. We shall prove that D(K) C K implies D(Kr) Q Kr and the formal power series ring Äß
2. The purely inseparable closure. Let K Q R be commutative rings with identity 1. Let {Kx}\sa be the set of purely inseparable subalgebras over K contained in R and let KR be the subalgebra of R generated by {Kx}xe\ over K. Then it is evident that Kr is the maximum purely inseparable subalgebra over K in R. We shall call Kr the purely inseparable closure of K in R. If Kr = K, we shall call K purely inseparably closed in R. 
Then, since L is regarded as a X-algebra by etD, we have tpietD = cj>ietD. Hence we have rpie = il)etDi and <pietD -4>etDi. Since S is purely inseparable over K, it holds that i¡;etD = <petD and hence ip = <j>. Therefore etD(S) is purely inseparable over etD{K).
LEMMA 2. Using the same terminology as in Lemma 1, let T be an intermediate ring as K QT Q R. Then if S is a subalgebra of R purely inseparable over K then ST is purely inseparable over T.
PROOF. Let U be a reduced T-algebra and let ip, 4 be T-algebra homomorphisms of ST into U satisfying rpi = (pi. We shall consider the commutative diagram: 0 -► S -l~^ ST =4=3 U <t> i i
0-► K -Í-» T (i,j are the canonical injections)
. From ipi = <f>i we have i¡)ij = çbij and hence ipji = 4>ji-Since S is purely inseparable over K, it holds that ip = <f> and therefore ST is purely inseparable over T. THEOREM l. Let K Ç R be commutative rings with identity 1 and letD = {£),} be a higher derivation of R. If D(K) Q K, we have D(Kr) Q Kr.
PROOF. Let S be the subalgbra of R generated by {Di(a)} ae-K-¿ over Kr. By 
